
Steep Taper MQL Tool Holder Solution
T.M. Smith Tool is developing a complete steep taper MQL tool holder solution. 
The system consists of a precision made ER collet chuck, retention knob with 
MQL delivery tube, and MQL adjusting screw. Multiple interchangeable MQL 
screw designs are available to meet your application requirements.       
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How it works
When the tool holder is engaged in the spindle, 
the end of the fluid delivery tube is positioned 
within the retention knob. As the air flows past 
the end of the fluid delivery tube and into the 
tool holder, the MQL aerosol is created and 
carried through the retention knob/MQL 
delivery tube assembly to the shank of 
the tool. This prevents the fluid from being 
centrifuged away from the shank of the tool.
 
The MQL adjusting screw functions with 
multiple sizes of cutting tool shanks and 
allows tool length to be preset.

Retention knob 
with MQL delivery 
tube assembly

MQL adjusting screw
“Style B”

MQL adjusting screw
“Style A”
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CAT40 retention knob with 
MQL delivery tube assembly

CAT40 MQL ER32 Collet Chuck
- Made in the USA
- Precision ground taper & collet

pocket
- BT, DIN & ISO shanks available

upon request

MQL Adjusting Screw
- Left hand thread will ensure a constant

seal between screw and cutting tool 
shank

- Tool length may be pre-set
- Use with through coolant cutting tools
- Adjustment screw will function with

multiple size cutting tool shanks
- Additional screw designs available

Coolant through cutting tool*

Use with standard ER32 sealed 
collets or ER32 coolant disk nut 
& disk
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 *Design of cutting tool may affect delivery of MQL aerosol.

Steep taper MQL shrink fit holders coming soon!


